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NEW QUESTION: 1
What feature in a mobile application provides a good user experience by displaying dates and
currency data in the format familiar to the user?
A. Globalization
B. Mobilization
C. Universalization
D. Customization
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
To which class of provider is a MultiProvider assigned in a workspace?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. local
B. central
C. composite
D. virtual
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are the two actions the receiver of a PGP email message can perform that allows
establishment of trust between sender and receiver?
A. Decode the message by decrypting the symmetric key with his private key, then using the

symmetric key to decrypt the message.
B. Decrypt the message by encrypting the digital signature with his private key, then using the
digital signature to decrypt the message.
C. Decode the message by decrypting the asymmetric key with his private key, then using the
asymmetric key to decrypt the message.
D. Decode the message by decrypting the symmetric key with his public key, then using the
symmetric key to decrypt the message.
Answer: C
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